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ARE YOU STARTING YOUR 
CAREER IN IT?
A Digital T Level will equip you with the knowledge and skills required 
for a wide range of exciting roles.

On completion of your T Level you will also be able to get part-
recognised for RITTech – demonstrating that you meet the professional 
standard and showcasing your status as a trusted IT Technician.

“If you’re serious about your career, then 
RITTech is a great starting point”

Aaron Kinchen, IBM

“RITTech helps me command the same level of trust 
as my senior colleagues.” 
Oliver Pope-Mostowicz, IBM

“With RITTech, you are flying the flag when 
it comes to your skills.” 
Kristel Woodward, Royal College of Nursing

“It’s not just about letters after your name – it’s about 
having resources to call upon when you need them.” 
Richard Thompson, Royal College of Nursing

“The RITTech letters after your name 
gains respect and new opportunities for 
growth.” 

Alex Burns, STACK

“RITTech demonstrates your skills to potential 
employers.” 
Kay Ratcliffe, Leeds Building Society

FIND OUT MORE
To learn more about RITTech please visit 
www.bcs.org/rittech

HERE’S YOUR NEXT SMART MOVE

YOU’VE FINISHED YOUR 
DIGITAL IT APPRENTICESHIP

GET AHEAD,
GET RECOGNISED
START YOUR JOURNEY 
TO PROFESSIONAL STATUS



WHAT ROLES DOES RITTECH COVER?
The RITTech standard recognises a wide range of specialisms including:

WHY SHOULD I AIM FOR RITTECH?
RITTech will make your CV stand out from the rest.

Once registered you can use the letters RITTech after your name, in your 
email sign off and on your CV, so you instantly stand out as a trusted IT 
professional.  You can also have your name on a published register to 
display your achievement and be seen by employers.

Having RITTech after your name proves you are competent at what you do.

RITTech registration also places you directly on the pathway to Chartered 
status - the very best in the IT industry. People who achieve the Chartered 
IT Professional status can command higher salaries and earning potential.

WHAT IS RITTECH?
RITTech is the Professional Register for IT Technicians.

Getting RITTech is a badge of recognition that shows employers you 
have the professional behaviours and attitudes needed for the job, as 
well as the technical skill.

HOW WILL MY DIGITAL T LEVEL HELP?
On completion of your Digital T Level you will automatically qualify for 
part-RITTech recognition, and be able to state this on your CV.

After gaining further experience in employment you will be able to apply 
for full RITTech status.

“RITTech has developed my career and 
me as a person. It is just so worth it.” 

Nicole Covey, IBM


